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Elements of collective intelligence: 

• Consciousness - and consciousness of being a self or agent

• Observation – the ability to see, hear, smell the world

• Attention – the ability to focus

• Cognition – the abilities to think and reason 

• Reflexivity – the ability to observe own thought processes

• Creation  - the ability to imagine and design

• Memory – the ability to remember

• Judgement – the ability to judge

• Wisdom – the ability to make sense of complexity and to 

integrate moral perspectives
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 The premise:  evolving Internet enables different aggregations, 

orchestrations, mobilisation of awareness and intelligence, at 

multiple levels:

 Collective awareness

 Collective judgement

 Collective action/behaviour change



The Internet of Thinking and the Internet of Things



 Practitioner networks:  SIX,  labour intensive, face to face and 

virtual, grounded in community of practice, shared ethos, value in 

orchestrating practical knowledge



 Intelligence networks: eg Intellipedia, market knowledge, 

exclusive,  mission oriented, value in quality of assessments or 

pattern recognition 





www.planetaryskin.org





 Resource mobilisation networks: eg AirBnB, Taskrabbit, 

simplest in technical terms, value in breadth and scale of 

resources exchanged







 Funding networks: eg Kickstarter, Kiva, Zopa, value in scale of 

money raised





 Media networks:  eg Wikileaks,  Ohmynews, Audioboo, news

value in breadth, relevance and quality of information





 Campaign platforms: eg Avaaz, Change.org, value in 

mobilisation and impact on power





 Behaviour change platforms: eg Weightwatchers, 10/10





 Problem-solving platforms: eg Kaggle, Innocentive, value is 

ability to generate useful solutions







Commentary platforms, PeertoPatent, value is quality of  

expert commentary and adaptation



Idea platforms, like quirky, value is ability to develop ideas 

into action





 Data platforms: eg AMEE, value is precision and quantity of data 

for use





Emerging platforms:  platforms to support platforms



Emerging platforms:  knowledge synthesis platforms, eg Alliance 

for Useful Evidence, PatientslikeMe

http://www.google.co.uk/imgres?imgurl=http://www.cochrane.be/cochranelogo.gif&imgrefurl=http://www.cochrane.be/&usg=__nAwIQyNV09maXOwd50XCdmk6Y_s=&h=350&w=300&sz=7&hl=en&start=0&zoom=1&tbnid=gd-mUetoe6K2RM:&tbnh=161&tbnw=138&ei=KzswTYBhwZaFB_bH-asL&prev=/images?q=cochrane+collaboration&um=1&hl=en&rls=com.microsoft:en-gb:IE-SearchBox&rlz=1I7GGLL_en&biw=1260&bih=780&tbs=isch:1&um=1&itbs=1&iact=hc&vpx=131&vpy=64&dur=1002&hovh=243&hovw=208&tx=116&ty=155&oei=KzswTYBhwZaFB_bH-asL&esq=1&page=1&ndsp=22&ved=1t:429,r:0,s:0


Emerging platforms: mobilise evidence as well as peer 

knowledge and link to practice, eg AfH



Mobilising support communities, eg Tyze, key 

value is quality of support



Public decision support platforms: eg who owns my 

neighbourhood, value is linking public wishes to public 

decisions



Typologies of current platforms:

 Practitioner networks:  eg SIX

 Specialist need networks: eg Patientslikeme in healthcare

 Intelligence networks: eg Intellipedia

 Funding networks: eg Kickstarter

 Resource mobilisation networks: eg Taskrabbit

 Media networks:  eg Wikileaks

 Campaign platforms: eg Avaaz

 Behaviour change platforms: eg Weightwatchers, 10/10, the Nag

 Commentary platforms: eg Peertopatent

 Problem-solving platforms: eg Kaggle, Innocentive

 Data platforms: eg AMEE

 Decision support platforms: eg Whoownsmyneighbourhood



 To change behaviour – less carbon, less obesity, better parenting, 

less waste – influences likely to include:

 Prohibitions

 Incentives

 Peer influence

 Information

 Environment shaping

How much can platforms do?



 What doesn’t work – internet based platforms alone; 

wisdom of crowds;  awareness leading to behaviour

 So: online tools significant but partial role (cf Egypt,  Libya, 

Syria, Bahrain), usually in combination with others. 

 The key questions:  what role do they play;  what 

interaction with offline; what can they add and what can’t 

they do.
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